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Abstract— Programming education is gradually integrated into the school and university curricula. Accordingly, studies in the 

Computer Science education field have highlighted issues such as high failure rate, memorizing, bugs, the complexity of concepts, 

motivation, and uconfidence faced by students when learning a programming language, specifically object-oriented programming. 

These issues require specific learning environments to reach the target audience. Therefore, the objectives of this article are to identify 

the issues based on previous work and to verify those issues by interview feedback conducted with lecturers in the Department of 

Computer Science and Information Technology at the Faculty of Information Science and Technology, Universiti Kebangsaan 

Malaysia. Following that, the theoretical principles underpinning environments were studied to explore the suitability of these 

environments for university education based on the identified issues. The investigated environments included Turtle Graphics, Alice, 

BlueJ, Greenfoot, Snap!, and NetsBlox, a co-located collaborative block-based programming, and OOPP were studied and used to teach 

and learn object-oriented programming. Based on the interviews with experts, we found that students still had issues when learning 

programming, which involved memorizing, bugs, the complexity of concepts, unconfidence, communicating with students during a 

calamity (distance learning), and a number of students in labs. We conclude that these environments focus on some issues and ignore 

others, and no single environment satisfies all these issues, which causes students to be demotivated. In a further study, all these issues 

will be addressed by developing a learning environment, and its effectiveness shall be tested.  

Keywords—Block-based programming; collaborative learning; object-oriented programming (OOP); syntax error; visual 

programming languages (VPLs). 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Programming has been seen as an obligatory course in 

secondary schools and the first year of Computer Science 

degrees for the past 20 years. Therefore, many challenges 

should be addressed, such as the high failure rate in 

programming courses that has been a subject of extensive 

scrutiny [1]–[4]. This situation indicates the incompatibility 

of traditional learning methods, including the programming 

for novice students, which is possibly due to the difficulty of 

object-oriented concepts, demotivation, and students' lack of 

confidence in the inadequately developed novice solutions. 
Similarly, the Covid-19 crisis spreading worldwide at the end 

of 2019 has greatly affected education and hampered the 

educational process. Subsequently, students and lecturers are 

isolated, while the students' access to new knowledge from 

lecturers has become challenging [5]. 

Learning programming involves computing principles, 

which include memorizing, algorithms, logic, patterns, 

decomposition, abstraction, computational thinking, and 

evaluation. Hence, students' problems in this programming 
could be resolved using these principles [6]. It was argued in 

some studies [4], [7] that first-year students generally had 

insufficient time, no programming experience, or were 

unfamiliar with programming concepts. Besides, the 

requirements [6] for developing better programming skills 

(e.g., object, inheritance, selection, and repetition) in 

individuals and the production of future citizens with 

sufficient skills have been inadequate [8]. Additionally, 

several issues have emerged in the teaching and learning 

programming courses for students and instructors. 

Programming concepts such as syntax error, language syntax, 
code quality, and code tracking may impede the students from 

effectively learning a programming language and maintaining 

their motivation. Programming courses normally recorded a 
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high drop-out rate, implying the considerable challenges 

faced by students in learning programming [9], [10]. 

In a typical traditional programming class, students are 

encouraged to participate in learning activities through 

program development using specific languages. This 

phenomenon normally occurs after introducing a related 

textbook [11]. However, it should be emphasized that learning 

programming goes beyond reading educational books and 

understanding programming concepts [12]. Students must 

also master programming concepts and computational 

thinking, the primary foundations of developing an 
individual's programming skills. Additionally, customary 

programming courses solely provide text programming, given 

that students today are more acclimatized to computer-based 

(graphical) environments such as visualization tools, program 

development, or debugging. Thus, textual programming and 

command lines would appear foreign and unattractive [13]. 

Visual Programming Languages (VPLs) encompass 

languages based on graphical elements where the text is 

eliminated or used only to some extent. For instance, the first 

VPL encompasses the graphical system, Seymour Papert, 

which was introduced in the 1960s [14]. This was followed 
by the VPLs' introduction of various iterations and variants, 

as shown through the puzzle blocks, including Google 

Blockly [15]. These VPLs are not text-based but employ drag-

and-drop and other spatial actions. For the programmers, 

VPLs increase programming availability for a specific 

audience.  

The use of VPLs enhances the precision of the execution 

of programming tasks and enables faster execution of 

programming tasks [16]. Besides, it contributes to more 

opportunities for programmers to write programs based on 

four common strategies embraced by VPLs: concreteness, 
directness, explicitness, and immediate visual feedback [17]. 

To develop an interactive environment capable of enhancing 

student learning, the issues faced by students in learning 

object-oriented programming (OOP) must be identified, and 

the methods of improving learning programming must be 

determined. This research addressed the expert's perspectives 

on the issues of learning OOP. Based on the determined issues, 

this research offered a comparative analysis of the freely 

available teaching/learning programming environments. The 

study results then presented the features important to the 

environment to enhance students' motivation. 

Based on previous studies, this study approached the issues 
students face in learning programming. Following that, open-

ended questions were developed to verify these issues from 

the perspective of experts. The study also focused on several 

freely available environments that focused on learning OOP. 

The theoretical principles underlying these environments 

were examined to qualitatively assess the environments and 

explore their suitability within the setting of secondary and 

university based on the problems identified in previous 

studies and interviews with experts. This paper attempts to 

answer the following research question: RQ1) What are the 

experts' perspectives on the issues (concept difficulty, 
memorizing, bugs, number of students, and unconfident) 

leading to the demotivation of OOP learners?, and RQ2) Did 

the seven object-oriented learning programming 

environments tackle motivation issues? 

A. Literature review 

Many works of research have been conducted to study 

issues faced by students in learning OOP. Alternatives to 

teaching methods about OOP topics were determined as OOP 

is a complex and compulsory subject for students. According 
to Hnin and Zaw [18], students are faced with issues in 

memorizing reserved words and syntax errors in writing code. 

Additionally, the slow pace of problem-solving and 

production of lower-quality software leads to less confidence 

in learning programming [19]. During the Coronavirus 

pandemic, students' difficulty in communicating with teachers 

during curfews and distance learning leads to slow learning 

progress and frustration [20], [21]. 

The problems faced by students in programming courses 

have been addressed in numerous studies, such as the 

success/failure rates, the complexity of the programming 
material, syntax error, error messages, individual learning 

(solo programming), and the number of students per lab [2]–

[4], [10], [22], [23]. Nonetheless, efficient and innovative 

methods for learning basic programming skills are present. 

These methods motivate students to learn while being 

valuable additions to the teaching methodology. Many 

environments for graphical programming with high 

educational value are available and more attractive compared 

to textual programming. Some of these environments have 

been suggested as elements of school learning methodology 

for problem-solving development [24]. 

For novice learners, this entire procedure may appear 
extremely advanced to integrate. The most important part of 

the process is logic, which is the initial step in developing a 

comprehensive program. Notably, given that many high-level 

languages (e.g., Java and C++) contain comparable semantic 

and syntax rules, writing statements using a particular 

programming language requires sufficient knowledge of the 

programmer regarding language structure, the solution to 

coding errors, and the ability to memorize certain concepts. 

Hence, the complex structure of programming languages has 

value to professionals, although it is not a pedagogical value. 

Consequently, many learners are faced with difficulties in 
understanding the fundamental concepts, including those 

related to data structure management or the generation of an 

algorithm to resolve an issue. Besides, teachers further 

emphasize the difficulties in programming laboratory 

sessions due to various factors, including large numbers of 

students per laboratory and communicating with students 

during a calamity such as Covid-19. 

Visual programming language solves issues novices face 

through a focus on the programming language logic while 

removing the need to learn the programming language syntax 

beforehand or write many code lines [24]. These tools allow 

novices to master programmatic concepts before 
understanding the goal language's syntax and focusing on 

problem logic before syntax. Notably, VPLs are an innovative 

and increasingly popular solution for programming novices in 

the classroom due to their high enjoyability and motivation 

[25], [26]. 

Tsai [27] studied using VPL (block-based) to teach 

students about problem-solving and found a significant 

improvement. Meanwhile, the second research test explored 

the association between fun and programming, which 

recorded that enjoyability was a good motivator to practice 
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and program new things. By introducing students to 

programming, VPL was an excellent motivator for novices 

who wished to learn to program, as recorded across several 

programming environments [28], [29].  

A comparative study recorded that students obtained higher 

scores in concept assessments at the high school level after 

five weeks of studying using VPL (block-based) compared to 

similar text-based alternatives [30]. Notably, the VPL to 

programming successfully engaged novice programmers 

from historically underrepresented groups [31], [32]. Also, 

Weintrop [30] demonstrated that students who were learning 
using a VPL curriculum were properly prepared for future 

learning using a text-based approach. 

Failure to adapt to diverse learning styles leads to 

unsuccessful traditional learning programming methodology, 

followed by a lack of motivation with the traditional teacher-

centered pedagogy approach. In contrast, the notion of 

constructivism assumes that student activities and social 

interactions amongst peers (e.g., virtual pair programming 

[33], [34] and discussion forums [35]) have the same effect 

on learning and knowledge.  
Virtual pair programming is a form of collaborative 

learning where the programmers are located in separate places 

without the need for in-class face-to-face interaction via 

synchronous or asynchronous interactions (video call, voice 

call, or shared desktop) [36]. Computer programming courses 

may be challenging, besides the significant falling grades 

among students due to the lack of time and motivation. 

According to Adeliyi et al. [19], pair programming improved 

programming and computer practice learning. Several studies 

performed empirical research on pair programming effects in 

the computer field. Subsequently, Adeliyi et al. [19] and 

Hughes et al. [37] indicated that pair programming led to 
seven positive outcomes, including mutual encouragement, 

reciprocal supervision, correction, re-examination, mutual 

trust, self-confidence, and sharing of expertise. 

The collaboration technology could improve students' 

programming, minimize programming errors and design 

efficiency, enhance students' happiness and skills, team 

cooperation morale, self-confidence, and students' learning 

activities. Besides, social interactions lead to the students' 

reliance on sources other than the teachers instead of 

perceiving the teachers as the only source for acquiring skills 

and seeking suggestions, which reduces the tutors' work 

burden. Hsu et al. [38] and Tsompanoudi et al. [39] found that 
encouraging students to pair in a programming course was 

more effective for students engaging in high-level languages, 

leading to a higher percentage of students completing the 

course. Similarly, the distinctions between the learners who 

work "solo" and those working in pairs were made in a 2018 

paper, contributing to the conclusion that programming 

knowledge, collaboration, and technical skills were further 

improved with a partnership [40]. According to Cheng and 

Lei [41] and Hughes et al. [37], discussions between students 

allow them to gain more insights, play a role in 

communication with others, and increase their confidence. 
Additionally, this phenomenon reduces communication 

problems between students and lecturers while increasing 

students' achievements and the lecturer's adequate supervision. 

To address the issues stated in previous studies related to 

learning OOP, the features of a programming environment 

could be identified to enhance students' learning. According 

to Xinogalos et al. [22], the main features of a programming 

environment that would improve the motivation to learn OOP 

are user-friendliness with a simple design, visualization of 

OOP concepts, easy understanding of error messages with a 

recommendation to solve the issue, puzzle-like statements 

(editor), and execution. Meanwhile, de Oliveira et al. [40], 

and Brown and Wilson [12] suggested that pair programming 

as a "student-student" was the most powerful feature in 

increasing students' confidence and code solution quality. 

Laurel [42] suggested that learning programming should 
include group interaction (e.g., forums), modularity (e.g., 

variety of a puzzle piece), and expressiveness, which would 

motivate students to a complex programming process and 

enhance communication. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

An interview with five experts is sufficient to discover the 

presence of an issue. Having more than five participants 
would have the analysis too complicated and would have 

generated an excessive amount of data [43]. Three 

interviewees were male, while the other two were female and 

were selected based on their reputation and experience as 

lecturers for several years (ranging from 5 to 18 years) in 

Computer Science and Information Technology faculty. Each 

specialist published on programming challenges and had 

tough bachelor's programming courses. A total of 30 

publications were published by three of the participants. The 

interviews were conducted with individuals who strongly 

relate to learning OOP. They were invited to share their 

perspective on the questions obtained from previous work. 
The interview started with an explanation about the purpose 

of the research and the reason for using the interview method. 

The interviews were conducted at the Faculty of Information 

Science and Technology, UKM, each lasting for a maximum 

of one to two hours. 

Following that, we present an assessment of seven 

educational learning environments that were criticized based 

on literature review and issues raised by experts. In this 

context, relevant literature has been studied and carried out an 

assignment in each one of the following environments: the 

well-known IDE "objects-first" by BlueJ [44]; OOPP [45] 
hybrid environment; Greenfoot [44] learning and microworld 

environment; Turtle graphics [14] physically oriented 

environment; Snap! [46] game-oriented environment, and the 

collaboration extension environment of NetsBlox [47]; Alice 

[48] 3D storytelling and animation environment, and AliCe-

ViLlagE [49] virtual pair programming environment; Multi-

Device Grace [50] touch-screen block-based programming. A 

comparative analysis of seven educational programming 

environments was performed. Specific educational 

programming environments were selected from a wide range 

of environments based on four main criteria. This research 
used interactive programming environments that focused on 

OOP learning, incorporated a wide variety of features to assist 

novices in various methods, implemented free availability, 

and influenced student practice. A description of each 

environment technological and historical created a context for 

this study. 

Seymour Papert introduced Turtle graphics in the late 

1960s as parts of the Logo programming language [14]. The 
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project was logo-based and created to support Papert's notion 

of mathematical education. Turtle graphics can be applied in 

many different languages and are commonly used in basic 

programming education concepts for novices. The 

environment of the turtle graphics was fashioned from the 

MIT project of a robot that resembled a turtle, while its library 

encompassed the concept of a "turtle", which could move 

across a 2D plane. A pen driving with the turtle could be 

positioned on or off the ground, which led to the tracking of 

the turtle's movement (see Fig. 1). The turtle graphics design 

was inspired by a physical and graphical model, which was 
similar to the act of drawing on paper with a pen. This concept 

would be simple to grasp for students. 

 

 
Fig.  1  Turtle Graphics environment 

 

Alice is a block-based storytelling approach that depends 

on the objects-first approach. Alice was introduced to female 

students in middle school as a computer program grounded on 

interactive 3D animated stories [51]. The program was 

introduced in 2005 by a group of researchers at Carnegie 
Mellon University, led by Randy Pausch when American 

students' interest in Computer Science dropped by 50%–70% 

[48]. Therefore, Alice was introduced as an environment to 

improve the ability of at-risk undergraduate computing 

students to achieve success in Computer Science 1 and 

beyond [52]. In 2014, Alice had an extension called AliCe-

ViLlagE to enhance students' confidence and communication 

skills by adding the pair programming feature to the Alice 

environment [49]. Alice and AliCe-ViLlagE allowed students 

to observe the progress of animated programs promptly. 

Furthermore, the outstanding visual feedback offered by Alice 
allowed students to relate the program "piece" to the action 

they observed in animations (see Fig. 2).  

 

 
Fig.  2  Alice environment 

Besides, Alice provided many features presented as 

Actions (two categories: an object to execute motion and 

transform the physical nature of an object), functions, titled 

instructions, decisions, recursion/looping, and events/ 

interactions [48]. 

Initially introduced in 1999, BlueJ entails the re-

implementation of the Blue environment (applied using a C++ 

programming language) for Java language [44]. BlueJ was 

particularly created to introduce the teaching of a 

programming language in a Computer Science course at 

Sydney University using a 2D environment platform. It also 
enables the identification of classes and the relationship 

between them. In this case, the UML-like notation is used 

(refer to Fig. 3B). When the classes are compiled (see Fig. 

3A), students could interactively instantiate objects (refer to 

Fig. 3D) to obtain a simple representation of objects created 

on the bench objects (refer to Fig. 3C). Accordingly, these 

objects could be checked, while their methods could be 

executed. The main advantage of BlueJ is the apparent 

separation of the concepts of objects and classes, which could 

be inspected and interacted with [44]. 

 

 
 

Fig.  3  BlueJ environment 

 

The Greenfoot environment is an education-incorporated 

development for teaching and learning programming among 

novice learners [44]. Its operation in a 2D environment allows 

the development of interactive projects. Greenfoot blends 

programming in Java with graphical and interactive outputs 

as the standards and a text-based OOP language. This 
environment was designed for users aged 14 years and above, 

including users in college and university. The Greenfoot 

interface was designed to encourage novices to modify the 

behavior and visualization of objects, which could be 

performed through the scripting of new functions or the 

alteration of Java code from the editor. 
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As observed in Fig. 4, the GUI in Greenfoot consists of a 

staging area, which primarily presents the Greenfoot world 

with one actor at the minimum (see Fig. 4A), while the stage 

area is where the program is executed. The second section is 

located on the right (see Fig. 4B) based on BlueJ and presents 

the tree of all the available classes and their relationship with 

inheritance. These elements could be edited by clicking on the 

respective tabs. Additionally, World and Actor (Object) 

encompass the two visible upper classes of the system, which 

are neither modifiable nor removable. Java compiler and an 

integrated debugger are included in Greenfoot [44]. Notably, 
the structural syntax error could be a challenge to individuals 

who are still unfamiliar with the environment and faced with 

issues in diagnosing and fixing it. 
 

 
Fig.  4  Greenfoot environment 

 

A co-located collaborative block-based programming, 

Multi-Device Grace, was constructed to explore Block-

programming on all touch-screen devices developed in 2019 

by Selwyn-Smith, et al. [50], which also utilized a 2D 

environment platform. Multi-Device Grace comprises four 

sections (see Fig. 5), specifically the toolbox (see Fig. 5B) that 

comprises the programming commands. The workspace (see 

Fig. 5A) is the place where students could execute these 

dragged commands by clicking on Run commands. The 

system could further create the target code by clicking on the 
code view command from the command menu (see Fig. 5D). 

Fig. 5C presents the frame of the application, which is 

identified in the output area. 

 

 
Fig.  5  Multi-Device Grace 

Known in the early versions as BYOB (Build Your Own 

Blocks), Snap! is a Block-based programming language that 

also includes natural objects, specifically the sprites. It allows 

students to define new blocks to expand the language. The 

power of language focuses on children, high schools, and 

university students. Given that Snap! is implemented in 

JavaScript and operates within a browser, it does not require 

local installation procedures. As an extension of Snap!, 

NetsBlox (see Fig. 6) is a visual programming paradigm, with 

the environment providing networking features that enable 

students to create distributed applications to enhance the 
students' confidence. According to Google Docs collaboration 

style, the environment allows students to work together from 

different computers on the same project. 

The development of OOPP was as the support for OOP, 

which was introduced by Alberto Ferrari in 2017 [45]. It is 

also a part of Google Blockly as an open-source developer 

library that allows the addition of block-based coding into an 

application [15]. This environment is specifically targeted to 

facilitate learning Java programming courses for both school 

students and the university. 
 

 
Fig.  6  NetsBlox environment 

 

In an educational environment, OOPP contains three 

sections (see Fig. 7). Specifically, with the OOPP toolbox (see 

Fig. 7A) comprising the object-oriented commands, including 
Classes, Interface, Methods Fields, and Values, students 

could execute these commands through the drag-and-drop of 

Blocks in the workspace (Fig. 7B). Besides, the students could 

also design and generate simple object-oriented code, 

therefore the system could further create the target code 

automatically. Fig. 7C is the textbox area of the environment, 

which is identified in the text code output. 

 

 
Fig.  7 OOPP environment 
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The lecturers were interviewed for their opinions about 

student learning in this study. Besides, their suggestions could 

be in an interactive programming environment to improve 

learning programming motivation. Following that, we present 

an assessment of seven educational learning environments 

that were criticized based on literature review and issues 

raised by experts. In this context, relevant literature has been 

studied and assigned in each of the following environments: 

the well-known IDE "objects-first" by BlueJ; OOPP hybrid 

environment; Greenfoot learning and microworld 

environment; Turtle graphics physically oriented 
environment; Snap! Game-oriented environment, and the 

collaboration extension environment of NetsBlox; Alice 3D 

storytelling and animation environment, and AliCe-ViLlagE 

virtual pair programming environment.  

A. Data collection 

The interview was developed to address research questions 

assessing the issues encountered in previous works and 

present suggestions to enhance students learning (see Table I). 
Interviews assist researchers in " getting information about 

research participants' feelings, thoughts, attitudes, beliefs, 

attitudes, perceptions, values, personality and behavioral 

intentions" [53]. The interview consisted of six open-ended 

questions extracted from previous work to determine the 

issues faced by the students while learning OOP, including 

two multiple-choice questions to decide the methods of 

improving learning programming. 

TABLE I  
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

No. Interview Questions 

1 What are the problems faced by the students when learning 

object-oriented programming? 

2 Does the issue of the syllabus place excessive focus on syntax? 

3 Is the issue of the syllabus per semester overly broad? 

4 Do you agree that several items must be memorized for the 

reserved word, and students sometimes are faced with difficulty 

remembering the reserved concepts in the writing program? 

5 Do the following issues make object-oriented programming 

difficult/boring in learning?  

 The complexity of programming concepts 

 The debugging (e.g., find bugs) 

 Insufficient time 

 Absence of interactive media 

 Uncertainty in their solutions 

 Understanding graphics programming (e.g., GUI) 

 Number of students per class/lab 

6 Based on your experience, what other issues make object-

oriented programming difficult/boring for students? 

7 In your opinion, do you agree that the following materials 

would help in learning object-oriented programming? 

 Interactive visualizations tool 

 Interactive environment 

 Lecture note 

 Programming coursebook 

8 In your opinion, do you agree that any of these situations would 

help in learning object-oriented programming more effectively? 

 In practical 

 Consultation or discussion with lecturers, tutors, seniors, or 

friends 

 In group exercise sessions 

 While working alone on programming coursework 

 In lectures 

B. Data analysis 

To address the first research question (RQ1), this study 

employed the qualitative method via an interview approach to 

obtain feedback from the interviewees (teachers and lecturers). 

With an average experience of 10-20 years in learning 

programming, the interviews were conducted via mobile or 

face-to-face, recorded, and transcribed under each question. 

In addressing the second research question (RQ2) and 

identifying whether the visual programming environments 

addressed the issues faced by students in learning OOP, some 

freely available educational environments were presented and 

focused on teaching and learning OOP. Particularly, the 

qualitative criteria of environments were evaluated to define 

educational suitability as knowledge support for the 
environments in programming courses. 

Before the popularity of the environments of educational 

programming in the learning and teaching of OOP, the 

educational systems had existed for a long time. In contrast to 

today, only a few systems were available in the last century. 

Accordingly, older systems were straightforward and 

normally comprised compilers or libraries instead of 

comprehensive programming environments. However, some 

changes have occurred in the last decade; educational 

programming environments are now vital in teaching and 

learning. Educational programming environments are now 
more common as they are now considered more acceptable. 

Similarly, environments have increased further compared to 

the past. As a result, the design of educational environments 

has become a topic of great interest. 

The turtle graphics environment resembles a turtle; the 

turtle's pen drives and could be positioned on or off the ground, 

which leads to the tracking of the turtle's movements. Turtle 

graphics have been proven highly useful in the teaching of 

mathematics, particularly the topic of geometry. The basic 

commands in turtle graphics are easy and simple to learn. 

Additionally, the actor becomes a virtual turtle in turtle 
graphics, indicating that it is programmed to relocate and 

leave "traces" to create various types of drawings. The use of 

turtle graphics in programming offers fundamental principles 

of procedural programming, including iteration or recursion 

[14]. 

Alice allows students to observe the progress of animated 

programs immediately. Students could relate the program 

"piece" to the action seen in animations. In the context of 

teaching, Alice is an educational interactive programming 

platform. Alice involves several concepts of programming, 

including conditional, looping, methods, arrays, parameters, 

recursion, variables, and basic concepts behind OOP [52]. 
The environment output is an animated scenario, which is 

easily understandable among novices. Another extension of 

Alice is AliCe-ViLlagE, which improves students' confidence 

in programming by allowing the use of the virtual pair 

programming approach to solve programming tasks. The 

result of an empirical investigation [54] proved environmental 

effectiveness. Despite the advantage of narrative development, 

the main disadvantages could be seen from the reduced 

flexibility in the problem-solving domain, absence in a user-

friendly interface, and complex environment of the beginner 

[22]. 
BlueJ enables the identification of classes and the 

relationship between them. After the compilation of classes, 

students could interactively instantiate objects. The main 

advantage of BlueJ is the apparent separation of the concepts 

of objects and classes. Although novice students could write 
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code with BlueJ and draw the hierarchy of the object-oriented 

solution program, error handling and reporting remain a 

challenge for the students. Nonetheless, the environment does 

not offer any visualization representation that assists students' 

understanding of the concepts of classes and objects. Hence, 

a teacher still needs to understand the concept of behavior. 

Besides, the tool does not appear to induce good motivation 

among learners, thus simply representing the class and object 

name. The environment does not display visual hints to the 

condition or state of the object (such as a turtle in Turtle 

Graphics), which may cause students to become less 
interested in learning [55]. 

Greenfoot blends programming in Java with interactive 

outputs. Given that it is based on BlueJ [44], the structural 

syntax error could be a challenge to those who are still 

unfamiliar with the environment and find it challenging to 

diagnose and fix environment errors. In terms of its 

motivational linkage, Greenfoot may be more common 

among students in this field compared to other programming 

environments presented to date. It could support game 

creation, as proven by the founders of Greenfoot who have a 

good understanding of the appeal of games to certain students. 
However, Greenfoot is more of a "micro-world meta-

framework", allowing the generation of diverse micro-worlds, 

from games to simulations and visualizations, in several areas. 

One of the advantages of using the environment is the 

encouragement to increase the difficulty of students' tasks 

through examples related to gender, cultural background, and 

age [56]. However, given that Greenfoot does not allow 

novices to master the concepts of programming languages 

conveniently, a teacher must fully understand the code and 

allow the novices to address the challenges [56]. 

Snap! and NetsBlox. The NetsBlox environment does not 
allow students to communicate with each other from a 

distance to discuss problem-solving because it lacks 

communication features, such as video, voice, or text 

(appropriate communication). Moreover, given that 

collaboration features have only been introduced to the tool 

recently, more studies are required to determine the 

effectiveness of these features [57]. 

Multi-Device Grace Co-located collaborative block-based 

programming, Multi-Device Grace, was constructed to 

explore Block-programming on all touch-screen devices. The 

environment allows students to develop and share blocks with 

various touch devices, mainly tablets. While the environment 
disables collaboration in real-time, it enables students to 

operate and distribute a project across devices. Apart from 

that, the tool is developed only for touch devices [50], and the 

tool does not present a suggested solution for any error that 

might occur. 

Object-Oriented Puzzle Programming (OOPP) The 

development of OOPP is based on Google Blockly to support 

OOP with a strength that represents textual language in 

Blocks and solves the issues related to writing code using 

syntax-based languages [45]. Therefore, it may ease the 

transition to text for some students. Also, in this environment, 
most Blocks employ standard written sentences while iconic 

Blocks depend on shapes instead of text to distribute the 

Blocks' information. However, the drawbacks of OOPP are 

related to their support of OOP concepts with no basic 

programming concepts (e.g., conditional, looping), leading to 

a lack of understanding of the object-oriented concept among 

students [58]. Another drawback of OOPP is the direct 

visualization of object state or behavior (e.g., Karel). Thus, 

the students might not be able to test the code output similarly 

to BlueJ. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the research questions are discussed in this 
section. 

A. RQ1: What are the experts' perspectives on the issues 

(concept difficulty, memorizing, bugs, number of students, 
and unconfident) leading to the demotivation of OOP 

learners? 

In this question, the interview approach results, and 

analysis are presented. Interview with experts. The results of 

the analysis performed with the participants revealed a 
negative view of the failure/drop rates for programming 

courses and the impacts of some environments on 

programming and students' motivation by developing a 

program linked to their interests (e.g., game and robot). The 

interviews illustrated the issues and suggestions that should 

be focused on to avoid the issues encountered by students in 

the future, with the examples as follows: 

1) Interviewee one: "Students are currently having 

difficulty understanding object-oriented concepts. It is not 

clear to them; Complexity, remembering the syntax 

(memorizing the concepts), syntax errors, insufficient time, 

code quality, and many students per lab are fundamental 
issues students face while learning programming. Therefore, 

these difficulties hinder them from enjoying programming 

and motivate them to develop their programming skills. The 

essential requirement is to improve their motivation using any 

technique such as working as groups, robots, games, or 

challenging them." 

2) Interviewee two: "Using the Games/Visualization 

tools to motivate students in programming a certain period 

and then move to textual programming is a good idea because 

students have problems with syntax error and make them 

more confident. Another problem is the number of students in 
the laboratory/class, and communication methods with 

students and between them; therefore, an alternative method 

is needed." 

This section analyses the following information of the 

interviewees presented to verify the issues: 

 All interview feedback participants generally agreed 
with previous issues (concept difficulty, memorizing, 

bugs, number of students, and unconfident). 

 Some participants suggested another issue, such as 

communication with/between students. 

 All participants agreed that the visualization/interactive 

environment was the most effective way to improve 

student learning. It was also decided that the ideal 

situations to help students learn object-oriented were 

practice, consultation (discussion with lecturers, tutors, 

seniors, or friends), and group sessions. 

Ultimately, the correlation between previous work and the 
perspectives from the interview was that all agree with the 

issues in learning programming, such as memorizing, bugs, 

complexity or difficulty of concepts, unconfident, and 
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students' number. Interviewers suggested another issue, 

which was communication with/between students. In terms of 

the practical aspects of supporting students, it was 

recommended that an interactive environment be created to 

encourage students to practice programming, learn from their 

peers, and obtain benefit from the teachers' expertise

TABLE II  
VISUAL PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENTS EVALUATION 

Environments NetsBlox 
Turtle 

graphics 
BlueJ 

Alice/ 

AliCe-

ViLlagE 

Greenfoot OOPP 

Multi-

Device 

Grace 

Proposed 

environment 

Approach Block-based 

approach 

 UML-

notation 
approach 

Storytelling 

approach 

Game-

based 
approach 

Block-

based 
approach 

Block-

based 
approach 

Block-Based 

approach 

Direct 
representation 

Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

Syntactical 
errors 

No Yes Yes No Yes No No No 

Text-based 
representation 

No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Target group Primary to 
university 
education 

Primary and 
Secondary 
education 

University 
education 

Secondary 
education 
(11-15) 

University 
education 
(14+) 

University 
education 

University 
education 

Secondary to 
university 
education 

Basic 
programming 
concepts 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

Object-
oriented 

concepts 

Yes Yes Yes Objects and 
method 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Direct error 
message 

No No No No No No No Yes 

Students' 
community 

Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Collaborative 
technique 

Yes Other 
applications 

Other 
applications 

Yes Other 
applications 

Other 
applications 

Yes Yes 

Virtual pair 
programming 

side-by-side 
programming 

No No Yes No No Yes Yes 

Discussion 
Forums 

No No No No No No No Yes 

B. RQ2: Did the seven object-oriented learning 
programming environments tackle motivation issues? 

Several popular environments for learning object-oriented 

are discussed in this paper in terms of strengths and 

shortcomings (see Table II), leading to demotivation. Among 

the analyzed environments, BlueJ and Greenfoot comprised 

an advantageous feature that allows the inspection and 

interaction with objects. However, the main drawbacks are 

the failure to eliminate the likelihood of syntax errors, 

including the lack of focus on the logic of assigned problems 
and their solutions. As for novice students, error handling 

could be challenging and lead to low motivation. Meanwhile, 

although systems such as turtle graphics offer good object 

behavior visualization, object interaction is lacking.  

Multi-Device Grace, AliCe-ViLlagE, and NetsBlox have 

recently added collaboration features, such as side-by-side 

programming, virtual pair programming, or forums to 

enhance students' confidence and learning of the 

programming language. Moreover, empirical investigation is 

required to determine the usefulness and effectiveness of 

NetsBlox, Multi-Device Grace, and OOPP approaches. The 

environments offered by Alice, AliCe-ViLlagE, NetsBlox, 
Multi-Device Grace, and OOPP eliminate the likelihood of 

syntax errors and encourage students to concentrate on the 

programming concepts. However, Alice also offers a 

straightforward and basic representation underpinning OOP 

concepts, while OOPP eliminates the majority of syntax 
errors and directly generates a programming language code. 

Additionally, the OOPP presents an OOP with no basic 

programming concepts, leading to the students' incapability to 

understand the correct meaning of object-oriented concepts 

[58]. Besides, similar to BlueJ, OOPP does not provide direct 

visualization of object state or behavior (e.g., Turtle). 

According to Alice and AliCe-ViLlagE, an understandable 

result was recorded although the problem-solving flexibility 

was reduced, the design was not a user-friendly and complex 

environment. 

In recent years, different approaches were proposed for 
dissemination in learning programming. Among many 

projects aiming to facilitate the introduction of coding, the 

famous projects code.org, Scratch, the Raspberry Pi platform, 

and many others could be highlighted [22]. The feature shared 

by most of these projects was the use of Block Programming 

to simplify the first approach to programming, reducing and 

eliminating syntactic difficulties. Meanwhile, block-based 

programming could reduce a student's cognitive load [30], 

and encapsulate the code into smaller code chunks to be 

utilized instead of remembering the code syntax.  

In the programming teaching field, the collaborative 
programming framework was shown to be an efficient 

learning programming method [59]. Participation in a pair of 
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microworld projects created a higher sense of 

accomplishment and confidence in assignments among 

learners [34], including the discussion on how to solve tasks 

with others or utilize interactions, assist students in solving 

complex programming problems and develop programming 

skills [35]. Therefore, pair programming and discussion 

forums were used to increase student enjoyment (comfort, 

insights, interest), motivation, and confidence and improve 

learning performance [33], [34]. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Regarding the general aims of this study, the most common 

issues faced by students when learning programming was 

based on previous work and perspectives in interviews, such 

as memorizing, bugs, the complexity of concepts, unconfident, 

and the number of students in labs. The necessary skills 

should be useful in educational environments that support and 

facilitate object-oriented learning (see Table II). It was found 

that visualization environments were related to learning and 
teaching OOP and focused on some issues. However, the 

coverage of other elements of interest for students to provide 

the appropriate motivation was lacking. In terms of the 

previous work supported by the experts' perspective, 

visualization technique (Block-based approach) and 

collaborative learning could be important in the execution of 

learning object-oriented programming to enhance the learning 

process, which could be challenging, complex and require 

hard work from the students. Future work could include 

developing a programming environment that addresses all 

these issues and measuring the effectiveness, usefulness, and 

motivation with the usability of learning applications as pre-
test and post-test in terms of student learning progress. 
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